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Aristocrat Brings Stunning Innovations to NIGA 2019 
 
LAS VEGAS (March 28, 2019) – Aristocrat has chosen 2019’s Indian Gaming Tradeshow and Convention to 
launch several groundbreaking cabinets and game titles, underscoring the company’s longstanding 
commitment to Tribal gaming operators.  
 
Aristocrat will be in booth #1930 displaying striking innovations that help Tribal operators reach a broad range 
of customers. 
 
“We are excited for NIGA 2019. It is the perfect show to officially launch our new Edge X™ cabinet, our new 
Winners World™ Multi-Game product, and new Class II titles. We are dedicated to helping our Tribal customers 
succeed, and we never stop creating innovative games, cabinets, and system solutions for our customers,” said 
Siobhan Lane, Senior Vice President of Marketing and Gaming Operations. 
 
First is Aristocrat’s all-new Edge X™ cabinet, which offers operators and players a unique formfactor. Edge X 
has two curved 43” cinematic LCD screens displaying panoramic views combined with stereo symphonic 
surround sound and virtual button deck, all in a cabinet that occupies a larger-than-life footprint. Edge X comes 
to market with some of pop culture’s biggest brands: the iconic Madonna™, the social game phenom 
FarmVille™, the monster hit The Walking Dead™ 3, and the apocalyptically awesome Mad Max Fury Road™.  
 
Aristocrat is also showing its new Winners World™ Multi-Game featuring Buffalo™. Available in Aristocrat’s 
groundbreaking Helix+™ bar top, slant and upright configurations, the new multigame houses player-favorite 
Aristocrat slot games, including Buffalo. In addition to slot games, Winners World Multi-Game features a new 
Buffalo-themed, entertainment-style keno game that offers players massive free game features and the 
potential for bigger wins. Players can also choose from a variety of Poker games. 
 
From Aristocrat’s Class II innovations, the company will showcase dozens of new games on the popular 
OVATION™ platform across a wide variety of cabinets – a mix that allows operators to cater to every type of 
player preference.  
 
Titles include player-favorite titles Buffalo Xtreme™ and Timber Wolf Xtreme™ on the Helix XT™. A barn full of 
PBR™-themed games including Ryan Dirteater™, Blazin’ Bulls™, Iron Cowboy™, and Stormin’ Wilds™ are also 
on display, all on the on the $uper Hit$ Jackpot$™ wide area progressive. 
 
All-new versions of player-favorite games for the flame55™ cabinet are also in the booth – The Big Bang Theory™ 
and Wicked Winnings 2™. Additionally, from the designers of Lightning Link™, the new linked product Dollar 
Storm™ blows into NIGA with six new titles for the Helix+ Select™ cabinet, each with a $50,000 rapid jackpot 
feature. 
 
Aristocrat will also showcase its leading and award-winning Oasis 360™ solution, including solutions to help 
Tribal operators remain competitive, such as Oasis Loyalty™, ONE LINK™, and PlayerMax™. Solutions for tables 
and cage, including TrackIt™ and TrackIt with Vouchers™, and the latest version of the nCompass™ media 
window are also being shown. 
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Popular Asian themes come to life in the Jin Chan™ and Chun Jie™ Fortune Series games on the ARC™ Single 
cabinet; Feichang Fuyou™, Song Fu Song Cai™, Yi Ben Wan Li™, and Dragon Emperor Fortunes™ on the Helix+™ 
cabinet; and Blossoming Fortune™ and Tree of Luck™ on the Helix XT™ cabinet.  
 
Discover the gaming industry’s leading solutions in Aristocrat’s booth #1930 at NIGA. 
 
About Aristocrat 
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a global games leader with 
more than 5,000 employees. The company is licensed in around 300 gaming jurisdictions, operates in more 
than 90 countries, and offers a unique blend products and services. The company's mission is to bring joy to 
life through the power of play. Its values are rooted in creativity and technology, and the company has a rich 
history of innovation that has shaped the gaming industry over many decades. For further information, visit 
the company's website at http://www.aristocrat-us.com. 
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